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EDITORIAL
LETTERS

3n jWemortam

DEATH has taken a faithful and devoted member of the team of

biologists who look after the fish and wildlife resources of the Old

Dominion. Herman J. Tuttle, Commission of Game and Inland Fish-

eries biologist for the past 23 years, left us in January, and the home

in Toano where he had lived with his family these many years.

Herman Tuttle was a member of a relatively unheralded little

band of quietly professional men whose lives have been dedicated to

the study, preservation and management of our wildlife—men whose

chosen careers have proclaimed more clearly than their words their

belief in the ultimate kinship of all living things and in man's

responsibilities toward the fellow creatures with whom he shares

this planet and this land. Seldom seeking personal publicity and

recognition for their work, such men seldom get it. And so it was with

Herman. Yet it may be that before he died he laid a foundation

which one day will support a kind of monument to his efforts that

will remain after many of the visible marks of the passing of other

men will have been obliterated by the drifting sands of time.

Virginia's foreign game bird introduction program is in its sixth

year, and although ultimate success of the venture is not yet assured,

the prospects for an open season for hunting several species of wild

pheasants in this state in the not too distant future look brighter now

than they ever have before. Herm Tuttle was biologist in charge of

the program. He also served as chairman of the Foreign Game Bird

Committee of the Southeastern Section of The Wildlife Society.

Untold thousands of ring-necked pheasants have been released in

Virginia and other southeastern states in past years. Nowhere in the

region have they showed any signs of becoming established in the

wild. Now scientifically selected and developed pheasant strains, re-

leased in carefully chosen areas, have established self-sustaining and

growing populations in Virginia.

This first apparently successful planting of wild pheasant popula-

tions in the Southeast was not Herman's only contribution. As Dis-

trict Game Biologist he brought outstanding professional skill to the

management of the native wildlife resources of the whole tidewater

area from Westmoreland County to Charles City and from the East-

ern Shore to Back Bay. The pheasant program, in the final years

of his life, gave the opportunity to make lasting history.

We mourn our own loss of a close personal friend of long stand-

ing, and we share the sorrow of his family and loved ones. Our grief

is made easier to bear by the knowledge that he lived to do what

he set out to do. Whenever we see a green pheasant from Japan lead-

ing a newly hatched brood of young across a Virginia field, or catch

a glimpse of a black-necked cock beside the Chickahominy, we will re-

member Herman Tuttle.—J. F. Mc.

Approves Turkey Regulations

THERE was a report in the January 14th

Farmville Herald of the recent meeting of the

Buckingham Board of Supervisors. At that

meeting the Board voted, among other things:

(1) AGAINST a spring turkey gobbler sea-

son ; and

(2) FOR a closed season on turkeys for

two years; but if the Game Commission does

not see fit to suspend such season they re-

quest that the fall turkey season shall be-

gin on the first day of the general hunting

season rather than at a later date.

These seem to me to be conflicting recom-

mendations, especially as they pertain to

the accomplishment of the desired results.

It is my understanding that many southern

states have increased their numbers of turkeys

while having a spring open season on gob-

blers. It was reported that the recommenda-
tion to close the turkey season entirely for

two years was based on the assumption that

the smaller kill this season was due to a

scarcity of birds. My belief is that the small

kill was the result of having turkey season

come in later than the general season and

bears out your contention that most turkeys

killed in the fall are killed by accident when
deer and turkey seasons open concurrently;

that is. most turkeys then are killed by per-

sons who are not really turkey hunting at all.

If your contention is right, and the case

in point seems to prove it, then how better

can you increase the number of turkeys than

by following your present plan?

L. B. Horger

New Canton

Favors Early Turkey Season
I am in favor of the turkey season coming

in on November 10th and ending December

10th, giving the turkey hunter a week in

which to try his skills before the regular

season opens.

If for any reason the turkey season is to

be cut short, let it be cut at the end of the

season.

/. A. Casner

Spotsylvania

Bow Hunters Answer Critic

I am writing in reference to Mr. D. C.

Mundy's letter printed in January 1964 issue

of Virginia Wildlife.

First, I would like to congratulate the Vir-

ginia Game Commission on the excellent and
outstanding job they are doing. They are

really an asset to the state of Virginia. Sec-

ondly, the bow hunters from Lynchburg and
its surrounding counties would like to thank

them for a month of hunting time, before

the so-called "real" hunters come into the

woods with their big guns, to wound or shoot

hunters as well as game.

It appears to me Mr. Mundy is speaking

for himself instead of the majority. By all

means let the Commission be fair with the

majority. But only from those who have an

(Continued on page 27)



NationalWildlife"Week
NATIONAL Wildlife Week is held each year during the

week in which the first day of spring occurs. It was

first proclaimed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt

in 1938. This annual conservation education project will be

held this year during the period March 15-21.

Wildlife Week serves to focus public attention on the im-

portance of natural resource conservation, and highlights

specific conservation issues. This year the theme will be

"America Needs Outdoor Recreation—Act Now To Pro-

vide For The Future." Positive steps that can be taken by

citizens and government agencies to plan for the establish-

ment of adequate outdoor recreation facilities for the future

will be emphasized.

Today, growing incomes, shorter work weeks, and better

highways have made outdoor recreation areas available to

millions more people than were able to use them a few short

years ago. This already has caused serious problems of over-

crowding where outdoor recreation areas exist, and thus

has diluted some of the most cherished components of high

quality outdoor recreation—such as the opportunity for a

few moments of quiet solitude in natural surroundings.

The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission re-

port issued in 1962 said: "All in all, being in the outdoors is

a good, wholesome, healthful use of leisure time. The fact

that we live in a world that moves crisis by crisis does not

make growing interest in outdoor activities frivolous, or

ample provision for them unworthy of the nation's concern."

The urgent need for planning for the future should be-

come apparent when it is realized that the nation's popula-

tion will approximately double by the year 2000, and that

participation in outdoor recreational pursuits will increase

threefold during the next 30 years. Yet, as Doctor Ruskin

S. Freer said in a commencement address at Lynchburg

College last year:

"It is difficult to convince laymen of the urgency of reme-

dial measures. New construction is everywhere engulfing

the land. The new profession of long-range planning for

land use is inexperienced and unable to keep up with eco-

nomic growth. We may appreciate the desirability of action

but not the necessity for immediate and vigorous action. It

is hard to convince the man whose house is on fire that he

should call the Orkin man. Our preoccupation with the Cold

War, desegregation or deficit financing by the Federal gov-

ernment makes it easy to postpone action on conservation

problems.

"Much is being done. There are literally dozens of con-

servation organizations. . . . They include many thousands

of individuals who volunteer their time, labor and money
on behalf of preservation of our national heritage—the sea-

shores and rivers, forests, wetlands, prairies and sand dunes,

our 'purple mountain majesties', and the wildlife these sup-

port.

"These organizations influence legislation. Some support

summer camps or workshops for youngsters and adults. Con-

servation is being taught throughout our educational sys-

tem, even at graduate school level. . . . These organizations

need the intelligent and sympathetic support of more people.

"We cannot stay the onward march of progress nor would

we wish to. We do, however, raise the question as to whether

progress is to be measured in material gains only. Is the

highest good of our civilization to cover more of God's green

earth with subdivisions and concrete highways? Does con-

quest of nature mean the obliteration of nature? Are prog-

ress and conquest of nature to result in the separation of man

from nature? In answer to that question I quote from an

address by Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall at the

Eighth Biennial Wilderness Conference in San Francisco last

March:

'We are learning increasingly nowadays from psy-

chology and biology that man is a part of nature. His

roots are in the natural world, and he separates himself

from it at his peril. The unnatural environment of our

cities and the pace of modern life have accelerated

civilized diseases so familiar to us all. Physicians in-

creasingly urge patients caught up in the urban rat

race to get more relaxation. (A recent report from a

Kefauver congressional committee states that we are

spending $280 million annually in this country for

tranquilizers.) For many people the best kind of refresh-

ment and renewal comes among trees and fields, along

uncrowded seashores, or high on mountain streams. We
have in many respects become a nation of vacation-

seekers in search of temporary surcease from the ab-

normal strains of a fast-moving society. Above all,

modern man, perplexed and beleaguered in mind and

body, needs the wholesomeness and serenity that comes

from leisurely association with natural surroundings.'
"

The observance of National Wildlife Week in Virginia will

be conducted at the community level by sportsmen's and

other conservation groups which are affiliated with the Vir-

ginia Wildlife Federation, itself a state affiliate of the Na-

tional Wildlife Federation which sponsors the nationwide

project. But what are you, as an individual, expected to do?

What can you do to help provide for the future the outdoor

recreation that America so sorely needs?

You can be an active member of one of the dozens of

active local conservation organizations, and through it learn

what local, state and national projects need "the intelligent

and sympathetic support of more people." You can find out

what the local, state and national issues are, and let your

voice be heard. Through an active local conservation organ-

ization you, too, can volunteer "time, labor and money on

behalf of preservation of our national heritage."

4 VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



MY EXPERIENCE

WITH

SPRING

GOBBLERS

By GARLAND 0. CLARK
Keysville, Virginia

THE sky began to get pink in the east as I reached the

spot where I had planned to go. I took a seat beside a

large pine tree, made myself comfortable and, with

shivers of excitement and anxiety, began to wait.

It felt good to be alone in the woods on a morning such

as this. The air was fresh and clean, and as the sky became

brighter, the whole bird kingdom seemed to come alive at

once. It was late April of 1963 and the purpose of the trip

was to try to call into shotgun range the greatest game bird

in this country of ours, the wild turkey gobbler.

I didn't have to wait very long before I heard the old

boy shout his "good morning" to the whole world. This was

a familiar sound to me, but it never fails to make my heart

skip a beat or two. I let him get several gobbles out of his

system before I proceeded to try to call him in.

He was several hundred yards away so I yelped rather

loudly at first, trying to imitate the hen call. He responded

quickly with another loud burst. I answered every third or

fourth call he made, each time getting a little softer. This

went on for about 20 minutes and finally the "old boy" be-

came impatient and decided to investigate this situation. He
called twice more within a period of five minutes and then

ceased altogether. I knew, then, that he was on his way.

It wasn't long before I heard his wings dragging the

ground as he strutted along toward me. Then I caught a

glimpse of him as the early rays of sun played magic with

his feathers. What a magnificent bird! He kept coming to-

ward me. his bluish-white head peering in every direction

trying to find the hen he thought was there. He was so close

now his eyes looked as big as nickels and his beard dangling

from the lower part of his neck was nearly a foot long. I

could hardly believe what I was seeing. I sat there thinking

how difficult it is to see such a bird even at a distance during

the fall hunting season, and now he almost walked over me.

He turned slightly to my right and strutted back and forth

through a small opening in the timber. I gave a few soft

yelps on my call just to keep him interested, and instantly

another turkey answered me from beyond the old torn. In a

moment two more turkeys came into sight and walked up

to the old one. I saw that they were both young toms, their

beards barely showing through their feathers. I thought to

myself. This is really what I've been waiting for. Now I

will see a fight. The old gobbler made a pass at one of them,

but the young one sidestepped and ran off a few steps. They

knew who was boss here and didn't want any part of a

fight. They stayed close by 10 or 15 minutes before they all

wandered back through the woods and out of sight.

You are probably wondering by now why I didn't kill

this old torn. I'd be telling a big fat "fib" if I said I didn't

want to. There were several good reasons why I didn't,

though. The first was that my home county of Prince Ed-

ward did not have a spring gobbler season, and the second

reason was that I did not have a turkey tag as I had used

mine during the previous fall season. I had faced the same

situation the past three years, ever since the spring gobbler

season became a reality here in Virginia.

These three gobblers that I called in that morning were

the ninth, tenth, and eleventh ones in the past three spring

seasons. I became interested in this as I read articles on

spring gobbler hunting in Virginia Wildlife prior to the

first spring hunt. The previous fall I had called in my first

(Continued on page 22)
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THE EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES

1 Ft I IFF By L°UIS S
'

CLAPPER

t*fj

A"l

Ihope I am not classified as an "opponent" here 1 today,

even though we all know that wildlifers are not overly

enthused about the use of some of the chemical pesti-

cides presently being distributed so widely in our nation.

Rachel Carson's book dispelled any doubts that, to put it

mildly, this area of activity has certain elements of contro-

versy. We do appreciate the opportunity of meeting here

with you. It is our belief that differences, if they do exist,

can be resolved best when all points-of-view are shared and

understood.

To set the record straight, as you can tell from the

chairman's kind introduction, I am not a scientist. I do hope

here today, however, to pass along some valid scientific in-

formation which has been developed by the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and some other federal agencies and state

wildlife agencies. I hope you will obtain Circular 167 dis-

tributed by the Fish and Wildlife Service for more detailed

information. As you perhaps know, the National Wildlife

Federation is a private conservation organization which has

affiliates in all states. These affiliates are constituted of such

diverse groups as sportsmen, birdwatchers, garden clubbers,

campers, etc. We probably even include a few entomologists

and plant pathologists.

First, I want to emphasize that most responsible wildlife

conservation agencies and organizations recognize the value

of chemical pesticides, particularly when they are judiciously

used. We are aware of the need to control harmful or de-

structive insects, mites, ticks, fungi, nematodes, rodents and

plant diseases. We recognize that chemicals are used, even

by wildlife agencies themselves, to control predatory animals

and rough fish and weeds. Chemicals also act as regulators

of plant growth.

In short, we believe it is both necessary and desirable to

control plant and animal pests which adversely affect human
health, devastate crops, or limit the productivity of the land.

We also recognize that some losses of fish and wildlife will

occur from many control operations. On the other hand, we
also are hopeful that these losses can be held to a minimum
and. when possible, that alternate, non-harmful or less harm-

ful methods of pest and disease control can be developed

and utilized.

What, then, are some of the effects of pesticides on wild-

life? I should like to cite a few examples.

Presentation by Louis S. Clapper, Chief, Division of Conservation
Education, National Wildlife Federation, before the Workshop for
Southern Region Extension Specialists in Plant Patholoiry and Entomology.

TV & Motion Picture Productions, Inc.

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has a new wildlife

research laboratory at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center

at Laurel, Maryland. This installation, by the way, is ad-

jacent to the Beltsville Agricultural Research Center and any

of you would be welcome to visit it. This laboratory is em-

barked upon an extensive research program to determine the

effect of pesticides on wildlife but funds thus far have been

rather limited. To test the effects of all of the hundreds of

chemical formulations is a monumental task. And, while a

great backlog of information is available on the toxicity of

pesticides to laboratory mammals, much less is known about

the effects upon wild mammals and birds.

In these laboratories, bobwhite quail, mallard ducks, and

ring-necked pheasants have been exposed to diets containing

more than 60 of the most commonly used pesticides. Lesser

numbers of these chemicals have been included in the diets

of cowbirds. starlings, red-winged blackbirds, grackles,

Japanese quail, woodcock, and bald eagles. Findings confirm

that many of these compounds, taken in minute amounts,

cause death of test animals. Many of these pesticides, at low-

er concentrations in the diet, reduce the capacity of birds

to reproduce.

Dr. John L. Buckley of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife says these results are not laboratory artifacts. "Tests

we have conducted using large pens in which the ground

was treated, but in which the experimental birds received

clean food and clean water, have produced mortalities com-

parable to those resulting from feeding contaminated diets."

Substantial mortalities among birds and other wildlife

have been observed following many insect control programs.

In some instances, the losses were due to carelessness or non-

directed use. In other cases, however, losses occurred when

the programs were carried out as planned. Bird mortalities

approached 80 per cent in some areas treated heavily with

aldrin and dieldrin tor Japanese beetle control, with hep-

tachlor for fire ant control, and with DDT for Dutch elm

disease control.

Less evident, undoubtedly, are the effects on wildlife re-

production. Studies in California were conducted on residue

levels of DDT and dieldrin in two wild pheasant populations.

There was little difference in average clutch size and fertility

of eggs. The mortality of young (six weeks of age) of the

contaminated area was 46.6, and only 27.0 per cent in the

control area. Crippled young from the study area amounted

to 25 per cent, nearly twice the 12.9 per cent of the control

area. (Continued on page 20)
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Another in the series of articles on some of the

favorite angling hot spots in Virginia.

IN SPRING

IT'S SHAD vs TROUT
By DON CARPENTER
Annapolis, Maryland

THE hallowed banks of the Rappahannock River at

Fredericksburg, Virginia, where our ancestors "fit and

bled," are each spring today a Mecca for sports fisher-

men, who in recent years have discovered they can catch

gamy white and hickory shad, also herring, with light tackle

and artificial lures. Moreover, this kind of fishing is as much
fun as mountain trout fishing.

This metropolitan area sport can also be found within

the city limits of old Richmond from the banks of the James

River. Shad and herring can also be taken with small spoons

and dart lures on the Potomac, just below Chain Bridge, and

many other Virginia tidewater streams during April, May,

and June each spring.

In fact, this relatively new sport is diverting some fish-

ing pressure from western county trout streams because

anglers are learning that white or hickory shad and herring

hit as hard as any brook, brown or rainbow trout . . . and

can jump as high and as often as the best of rainbows. Also,

there are no bag, size or fun limits. I am sure that at the

table, white shad are prime food, and they average a lot

larger than our trout.

During the past several seasons sportsmen have been

gratified to note that the days of triple "gang hooks" snag-

ging, dip nets, fish traps and fish weirs seem to be over

on the Rappahannock River at Fredericksburg. This is be-

cause the anglers who usually fish there have seen with their

own eyes the success of sportsmen who used artificial lures.

They found they could catch more fish and have more fun

with lures than with nets, gangs and weirs.

The first pioneer in catching shad for fun with artificial

lures in this area was Tom Loving, a Baltimore sports-

man and outdoor writer, who took his fish in the Susque-

hanna River with a home-made fly he designed himself. It

was called the "Loving fly."

MARCH, 1964

A Virginian, Robert Nungesser of Arlington, who makes

the popular spoons and bucktails that bear his name, was

the first man to design and use successfully small spoons for

the taking of shad and herring here. His famous "Shad-Rig,"

a combo of spoon and dart lure, is now standard gear from

the Susquehanna, all the way south to the St. John River in

Florida. I have had great success even in Tennessee's T.V.A.

waters using a Shad-Rig.

Other tackle makers have copied Bob's gold and silver

shad and herring spoons and dart lures. Spoon sizes for

white shad are usually 00 and 000-size. Hickory shad like

000 to 0000-size, and most herring are taken on the 0000-

size spoons. Shad-Rigs are sold rigged with a leader ready

to be tied to a monofilament line without a sinker. The

weight of the spoon and dart lures is enough for ordinary

spin-casting.

Bob Nungesser was a pioneer of Rappahannock shad cast-

ing, and a familiar sight almost daily during the shad sea-

son, casting from the river bank within the city limits.

The two best areas for shad casting are: just below the

outlet of the powerhouse where spoons and Shad-Rigs are

the main lures, or up at the shallow water under the highway

bridge (Route 1) where darts are the favorite lures.

One morning Bob and I spin-cast with 00-size spoons just

below the powerhouse, right in the heart of Fredericksburg,

and we caught 55 shad and herring. I had the time of my
life using ultra-lite tackle, a two-ounce rod and two-pound

test line that worked fine until I hooked a pair of three-

pound white shad at one time, and tried to lift the six pounds

of fish up the high river bank. Naturally the two pound line

broke. Be sure to take a long-handled landing net, if you use

light tackle at this place.

I learned that while the sun was out the gold spoons

worked best, and while the sky was dark or overcast, the

silver spoons got the nod. Ebb tide was the best time to

fish.

You should attach your spoons to the line with a snap only.

If you try a swivel and snap, the spoons will lose all of their

fish-catching action. Where the current is swift, one-quarter

to one-half ounce of sinker should be added to your line

about 15 inches ahead of the lure. Most shad lie deep and

close to the bottom.

The stage of the tide, particularly in the early morning

hours, makes a heap of difference in taking shad and herring.

At times you will find the best casting places crowded with

(Continued on page 19)
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White, shad, weighing in at up to five

or six pounds, are close relatives of the

world famous tarpon; and they fight as

if they know it!



Commission photo by Kesteloo

IF you ever met Bill Highhouse, of Warren, Pennsylvania,

on the main street of your home town, you would take

him to be an ordinary fellow. Well, it so happens he isn't;

he's a very extraordinary man. To many, maybe hundreds of

bird watchers scattered throughout the United States, Bill

Highhouse is actually "Mr. Bluebird"!

Within a week, Bill had placed the five boxes in suitable

locations and the hobby was born. And although success of

the venture could not be determined before the spring nest-

ing season. Bill went right on constructing boxes throughout

the winter months. When a mild weekend came along, he

took advantage of it and spent his spare time placing more

boxes along the original route. By spring, this route had

reached sizable proportions.

Then came spring and the nesting season! And with these

came the regular coverage of the route to count the nest-

ings, the eggs, and to compile the records that would prove

for Bill if the project was worth-while. Once a week, never

less than once in two weeks, he made the rounds. Some
boxes were inhabited, others stood vacant. Some of the box-

es that stood vacant were moved, some were turned so that

the opening faced in a different direction, others were raised

or lowered on their supports. By the end of that nesting sea-

son (1957) Bill was getting a pretty definite idea that he

was on the right track and that to reach his goal was only a

matter of getting to know better the bluebird's natural

traits and its preferences in nesting sites.

BLUEBIRDS BY THE THOUSANDS
By DON NEAL

Not that Bill was born with a pair of vividly hued wings,

nor that he can whistle the bluebird's cheery call in a man-

ner that competes with the bona fide members of the species.

No, the one wasn't his misfortune, and the other is beyond

his abilities. It's simply that Bill Highhouse walks around

with a bluebird on his shoulder from one year's end to the

next because through his efforts, his interest in a particular

hobby, he is succeeding where nature was showing signs of

failing.

What is this hobby? Propagating bluebirds by the thou-

sands!

It was back in the fall of 1956 that Bill first latched onto

the hobby. He had been reading in Audubon magazine that

the eastern bluebird, as a species, was fast approaching the

possibility of complete extinction. Almost every article con-

cerning this bird expressed the moody thought that the blue-

bird's final day was fast approaching and that because of

the dwindling of its natural habitat there was little hope of

bringing about its revival.

For some reason, Bill couldn't agree with these distressing

accounts. Something, somehow, could and must be done to

save this valued songster, he reasoned. Then one day at work,

as he gazed at a stack of used lumber that had been dis-

carded, he had a hunch that maybe he could do something

about it. and that evening in his basement workshop he went

to work building nesting boxes.

Reprinted from April 1963 Pennsylvania Game News, courtesy of
Pennsylvania Game Commission.

NAS photo by Cruickshank

Over 100 Fledglings Reared

The records for the year showed Bill that 24 bluebird

families had used his nesting boxes during the first nesting

period, and that 14 had occupied them during the second

period; that slightly over 100 bluebird fledglings had been

reared from his boxes along with 15 young tree swallows and

seven fledgling chickadees. So, all in all, it had been a

successful season.
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Bluebird nesting boxes are simple to construct. Old, weathered lumber is good material. A I '/2 ' ncn hole will admit bluebirds but not their larger

competitors. A hinged top held down by a hook and eye facilitates cleaning.

By this time Harris Johnson, a long-time friend and a 20-

year veteran of bird watching had become interested in

Bill's project, at least to the extent of lending his moral sup-

port. He was Johnny-on-the-spot whenever Bill went to visit

his boxes and assisted by giving freely from his store of

knowledge about the birds when a puzzling circumstance

presented itself. In short, he became Mr. Bluebird's right-

hand man.

During the fall of 1957 Bill concentrated his interest on

the proper placing of the boxes with the result that the 1958

nesting season was even more successful. Thirty-four pairs

of bluebirds nested in his boxes during the first nesting

period and 17 pairs moved in for the second period. This

year, too, showed an increase in the number of fledglings as

the number to become wing-borne from the boxes mounted
to an over-all 160. Again there were 15 tree swallows, but no

chickadees.

A Banner Year
The nesting season of 1959 was a banner year with its 65

first period pairs and its second period count of 33 pairs. Two
hundred eighty-nine fledglings left the nest that year. The
seasons of '60 and '61 came close, but they failed to top this

record. And these were years when the national population

of bluebirds was showing a heavy decrease in other sections

of the country.

Yet it was this past season (1962) that Highhouse hit the

jack pot with his bluebird nesting boxes, and with only a

slight increase in the number of boxes employed. Sixty-two

first season nestings and 51 second nestings accounted for

432 fledged bluebirds. Meanwhile, the National Audubon

Society was claiming that the bird count showed the blue-

bird population had fallen to only 18 per cent of what is

considered to be normal.

There's no secret to how bluebird nesting can be ac-

complished, Bill insists, although he will admit that, like any

other hobby, certain little bits of know-how are helpful in

getting the best results. For this reason he has, over the years,

kept an accurate record of every determining factor.

Nest Construction Details

The first consideration, of course, is the construction de-

tails of the nesting box. In this respect, Bill has found that

a box five inches by 10 inches high is ideal for the purpose.

On one side he drills a one and one-half inch hole about

six inches up from the floor. The box lids are hinged for

easy cleaning and are fastened down by a hook and eye

on each side. Mostly, they are built of ordinary lumber

about one-half inch thick.

As to their location, Bill suggests that they be placed along

a back, slightly traveled road in the vicinity of old apple

orchards, at the edges of woods, or in fence rows. The best

height, he has found, is about four feet up from the ground.

This height is not only preferred by the bluebird, but it

works out exceptionally well when it is necessary to clean

the box. And. too, according to Bill, it is best to have the

opening of the box face away from the road or other areas

that may hold disturbing elements.

Another thing to be considered, Bill says, is that the blue-

bird is strictly anti-social and for this reason the more

(Continued on page 19)
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(and breakfast and lunch)

By ALAN BENNETT
Bon Air

A heartwarming animal story that seemingly could un-

fold only on the pages of a child's storybook or on a

Sunday evening TV show has come to life at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. John K. Branch, who live near Greenbush

on Virginia's Eastern Shore.

You can visit with the Branches in their comfortable liv-

ing room and suddenly find a live deer standing by your

side. Bambi, they call her. And chances are, right behind

Bambi will be her faithful friend and protector, the family

dog, Ponto.

Right from the beginning the story of Bambi has all the

necessary elements of a good melodrama: a near tragedy, a

dramatic rescue, and then a family's affection.

John found Bambi in the woods when she was no more
than a couple hours old. A pack of wild dogs had attacked

mother and fawn. The doe was dead, but Bambi clung

desperately to life, chewed up and bleeding, while the pack

still raged around her.

With a club, John chased off the dogs, sending them

yelping into the forest. Then with the fawn cradled in his

arms, he started home.

No one really expected Bamhi to live. She was too young
and too badly hurt. For days she fought for her life. John's

wife Hetty, daughter Deanie, and son Hilly took turns around

the clock nursing the injured deer on milk from a baby
bottle.

Slowly, unbelievably, Bambi grew stronger and began to

notice her surroundings and those who cared for her. "Not

long after that she was walking around the house like a

member of the family," said Mrs. Branch. "When she

wanted her bottle she would jump up onto my lap and

nuzzle and make small noises like a baby."

During her first winter, the space behind an overstuffed

chair in the Branches' living room was Bambi's private do-

main. She slept there, played in the yard, and when she

grew too big for her bottle, ate in the kitchen.

After her experience with dogs, it's remarkable Bambi

could ever consider a dog a friend. But she grew up side

by side with a young Chesapeake Bay retriever, Ponto, and

the two became fast friends. "They frolicked and played

together like two puppies," John recalls.

But the wild dogs taught Bambi a valuable lesson: She

never ventured into the forest without Ponto along to pro-

tect her. The two always returned at dusk in time for supper.

But one day they did not return as was their custom. At

bed time they were still missing, leading to fears that . . . ,

hut here is the way John tells the story:

"About 10 o'clock I went down beside the creek and was

calling them. 1 heard a splash and saw Ponto coming to-

wards me. It seemed like he had been hurt quite badly. When
he came up on shore he was staggering and I smelled an

unusual odor. I took him to the house . . . and found the
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odor was caused by mash from a whiskey still.

"We were afraid the operators of the still had destroyed

Bambi and run Ponto off. But about 2 o'clock in the morning

Bambi came home—drunk. She was staggering around so

badly I had to carry her down to her shelter. The next

morning they were a glum-looking pair and they stayed in

all that day with terrific hangovers. The story got around

and it wasn't long before the revenuers arrived and destroyed

the still. And in all her rambling Bambi has never found

another."

A deer needs plenty of running room and this the Branch-

es have in abundance. Their home sits in the center of a

100-acre tract of timber, which in turn is surrounded by

many more thousands of timbered acres. A little pond in

front of the house empties into the Chesapeake Bay by means

of a creek only a few hundred yards long. All this adds up to

picturesque surroundings.

These pleasant surroundings take on an ominous air

when fall comes and hunting season opens, and when Bambi

goes into the forest at these times the family is apprehensive.

When Bambi was younger, Ponto always went along to

protect her and on at least one occasion saved her life.

This happened in the fall of 1962. A local hunter had just

positioned himself alongside a deer trail when Bambi ap-

peared. He raised his rifle and took careful aim. Another

instant and a bullet would have ended the life of a beloved

pet. Then Ponto jumped out of the woods alongside Bambi

and the hunter lowered his gun.

Bambi is well known to local residents as she often visits

them to mooch some food. Stories about her have traveled

far and wide. But without the dog there was nothing to

distinguish her from any other doe. Within a few minutes

deer and dog were both in the hunter's lap eating sandwiches

from his pocket. "I'd never have forgiven myself if I'd

killed her," he later told John.

Bambi exhibits a combination of wild instincts and domesticity. She

comes and goes as she pleases, but feels perfectly safe with the

Branch family, and the Chesapeake Bay retriever, Ponto, with whom
she grew up.

In publishing this "heartwarming animal story" Virginia Wildlife

docs not intend to encourage readers to try to make pets of

wild animals and birds. As the author points out, holding such

creatures in captivity without a permit to do so is illegal.

In this case the saving of an injured fawn from a pack of

dogs was a humanitarian act. In most cases young wild animals

should be left where they are found, "untouched by human

hands." Furthermore, a buck deer that does not display fear

of man is potentially a dangerous animal, especially in the

autumn when he is in the presence of a doe. It was unwise to

approach Bambi and her consort when they appeared together

in the ward.

The Branches have tried to think of some way to mark
Bambi so hunters could distinguish her from other deer, but

all attempts have failed. Once they painted the word "NO"
in large letters on both her sides with a type paint that does

not injure or irritate skin or hide. Dissatisfied with her new
appearance, Bambi refused to leave home until she had
alternately chewed and rubbed off the offensive "make-up."

With or without make-up, as Bambi gets older and bigger

and spends more time in the woods with others of her kind,

the Branches face the perplexing question of what to do with

her. Indeed, Bambi's life is at stake. The most secure way to

protect her would be to confine her. But Virginia law will

not allow this, and for good reasons.

The Branches have always been careful to obey the Vir-

ginia law and Bambi has never been confined. The result is,

although Bambi takes some handouts from neighbors, mostly

she fends for herself. She is a creature of the wild, used to

coming and going as she pleases.

Bambi's combination of wild instinct and domestic train-

ing have helped her develop a greater intelligence than most

deer. Or maybe when hunting season comes she can sense

the family's worry. At any rate, last fall she stayed close to

the Branches' home during most of the deer season. And on

one of her infrequent trips into the woods she brought her

"boy friend" back to safety with her.

"One morning I looked out the window and saw a beauti-

ful nine-point buck with Bambi in the yard," said John.

"Later Betty was walking down the road when she saw them

together. Both deer came right up to her and the buck didn't

seem to be at all afraid."

With hunting season over, Bambi goes more frequently

into the forest. She stays longer now; often two or three

days at a time.

So this story may now be approaching a storybook ending;

that of a wild creature torn between the love of a family and

her natural instinct to be part of the herd. The Branches

understand Bambi's internal struggle, but must stand by
helplessly. The choice belongs to the deer.

If Bambi returns to the wild, John feels sure she will still

come and visit them. Too much of her life is wrapped up in

the family and Ponto for her to forget them. So if you are

sitting in the Branches' living room some evening and hear

a noise at the door, be alert. You may see a full-grown deer

walk in—followed by a fawn.
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By A. B. MASSEY

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Blacksburg

PRING time! In the low grounds and along the shores

of pond and streams the willows "shoot their pistils"

and "the bull rushes out."

Tiny willow flowers are crowded in oval or cylindrical

clusters popularly called pussies, from their resemblance to

the paw of a kitten. Botanically they are known as catkins.

The pistillate female flowers are in catkins on different plants

from those containing the male, pollen bearing, staminate

flowers. (The term dioecious is applied to plants having uni-

sexual flowers, the sexes occurring on different plants.)

Bees, out of winter confinement, feed actively on the pol-

len and grains of pollen accumulate over their bodies. Hence,

when they fly to pistillate catkins for nectar, they innocently

apply pollen grains to the pistils, thus assisting, along with

wind, in the fulfillment of nature's plan of pollination. This

results in the ultimate development of seed in the ovary of

the pistils. The ovary develops into tiny flask shaped seed

pods containing silky seed. When the numerous pods dis-

charge the downy seed the catkin appears as a mass of light

gray silk.

Propagation occurs by seed ; however, twigs, broken off

by wind, ice or otherwise, and partially buried, root readily.

Twigs broken from willows along a stream may be water

borne to a distant sand bar or shore where they take root

and develop new plants.

Willows are typically moisture requiring, although some

species thrive in well drained soil. Roots of willows are at-

tracted to water; hence willows should not be planted near

tile drains, open wells or domestic springs. Very numerous

fine roots develop from the larger roots and these give

trouble. However, the extensive root development of willows

along shores is very helpful in checking erosion.

Willows are sources of food for animals. Where grazing

is poor, domestic stock will browse willows, if available.

Twigs and sprouts are utilized by the white-tailed deer. Rab-

bits feed on bark and sprouts. Beavers cut willows and feed

on the bark. The low growing arctic species are important

food for moose, snowshoe rabbit and other arctic mammals.
Eskimos are said to guard against scurvy by gathering young
willow leaves, shoots, inner bark and catkins, keeping them
in whale oil for use with their winter food.

Wood of the willows is light in weight, tough, rather dur-

able but weak, hence of low lumber value. It is easily worked
and is used for special purposes where a light non-splintering

wood is desired. The twigs of some species have been used for

weaving baskets of various types and in making wicker

furniture. The white willow was brought to America in

colonial days for making charcoal to be used in developing

black gun powder.

The willows belong to the genus Salix and some 300

species are said to occur in the Northern Hemisphere. Shrub-

by and mat forming species occur in the Arctic region. Six-

teen species occur in Virginia. Seven of these have been

introduced. The identification of the majority of the species,

especially the shrubby forms, is tedious and difficult. The

tiny flowers, available only for a short time in the spring,

are distinguished by technical features. After flowering the

species may be recognized by leaf and twig features. These,

however, are not very distinctive. The familiar weeping wil-

low (Salix babylonica) of song and legend was first brought

to America around 1800. It is related that "When the cap-

tive Israelites were taken to Babylon and ordered to enter-

tain their conquerors by singing songs of their home land

their emotions were such that they could not 'sing the songs

of Zion in a strange land' but instead they hung their harps

on willow trees and wept. Hence the name Weeping Willow

iGoodridge Wilson)." The leaves of the weeping willow are

narrow, pointed, and numerous on long slender pendulent

twigs which sway in the breezes. We value it as an orna-

mental in areas where it is not crowded by other trees or by

buildings. Propagation is by twig cuttings.

The white willow tree (Salix alba) is sometimes planted for

ornament. The leaves are light gray over the lower surface

which show conspicuously when disturbed by breezes. The

twigs are not pendant. The yellow willow (Salix alba, var.

vitelline), a mere variant of the white willow, has con-

spicuously yellow twigs in late winter and spring.

Our native black willow (Salix nigra) occurs in low

grounds as a tree but sometimes is shrubby in unfavorable

situations. It is the source of most of the willow lumber

used for special purposes. The leaves of this species are

narrow, pointed, green on both surfaces and usually slightly

curved. Two tiny leaf-like appendages (stipules) occur at the

base of the leaf stalk in the spring and may persist. Such

stipular appendages develop on some of the shrubby species

also. With the exception of the black willow our native

species are shrubs, although some may develop large enough

to appear as small trees. Such is the case with Ward's willow

(Salix longipes, var. wardii) . It has kidney shaped stipules

as much as half an inch long and whitish over the lower

surface. The shrub may become more than 20 feet tall. It is

mostly in the coastal counties.

Our native willows develop interesting catkins in the

spring, but these are not as attractive as are those of several

introduced species. Of the typical pussy willows the stami-

nate catkins of the male plants are usually the most attractive.

The American pussy willow (Salix discolor) is a northern

species sometimes planted in Virginia. Occasionally it es-

capes from gardens. It is frequent in spring floral arrange-

ments in floral shops and homes. It is a large shrub, some-

times a small gray-barked tree as much as 18 feet tall, which

occurs in damp to wet soil in thickets and swamps in

Labrador south to Maryland, westward to Montana. Gray

pussy willow (Salix cinerea) , an introduced European spe-

cies which has escaped from plantings in New England and

northward, has dark and velvety branches. Goat willow

(Salix caprea) Was introduced from Europe and has es-

caped from cultivation in New England south to Maryland.

It is a course sh/rub, occurring in thickets, with large and at-

tractive catkins/. The Japanese pussy willow (Salix gracilis-

tyla) develops large catkins early in the spring. It is locally

cultivated in northern states.

A detailed treatise of the native willows of Virginia is

given in V.P.I. Bulletin Vol. 37, No. 9.*

•Copies are available gratis from the author.
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PAY-AS-YOU-GO TROUT STREAM TO OPEN SOON. Inclement weather has slowed construction work
on the new pay-as-you-go trout fishing facilities at the Game Commission's Clinch
Mountain Wildlife Management Area in southwestern Virginia, but officials still
hope to open the intensively managed trout fishing facility early in the season.

Anglers will be required to pay a $1 daily fee in addition to their regular fishing
license. Special trout licenses will not be required. The daily creel limit will

be five trout. The stream will be restocked frequently in proportion to the number
of fishermen.

The waters will be stocked with yearling rainbows, plus 10 per cent two year olds (11"-15"

fish) and a smattering of lunker brood fish to spice up the angling. The stream
will remain open for pay-as-you-go fishing through Labor Day weekend. Camping

facilities will be provided on the area by the Virginia Department of Conservation
and Economic Development, Division of Parks, at a daily fee of $1.50 for up to six

persons. About 25 campsites are expected to be ready by opening day. The official

opening date for the facility will be announced in the April issue of Virginia
Wildlife.

Anglers will be able to enjoy fish-for-fun angling on the Clinch Mountain Area this spring

and summer in a section of Little Tumbling Creek which has been set aside for this

purpose. No charge will be made for fishing in this stream, but anglers must use

artificial lures with single barbless hooks and release all fish immediately.

It will offer native brook trout and lunker rainbows.

Maps of the Clinch Mountain Area and detailed fishing regulations are available free from

the Wildlife Publications Division, Box 1642, Richmond, Virginia 23213.

OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTION BOOKLET AVAILABLE. Persons interested in learning what they

can do to promote outdoor recreation can obtain a list of suggestions and case

histories of successful State and community programs in "Action for Outdoor
Recreation in America," a helpful and attractive booklet now available from the

Citizens Committee for the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission Report.

Illustrated, briefly and effectively written, the 33-page booklet is designed to show what

can be accomplished through individual initiative and leadership in community,

county, and State outdoor recreation programs. Success stories are reported from

Huntington, New York; Sacramento County, California; Front Royal, Virginia;

Plain Dealing, Louisiana; and Hingham, Massachusetts. The booklet also summarizes

the principal recommendations of the ORRRC Commission report to the Congress.

Copies of "Action for Outdoor Recreation in America" are free on individual

request from the citizens committee, tagged CORC, at 1001 Connecticut Avenue,

Washington, D. C. 20036.

PAN FISH LIMIT REMOVED ON KERR AND GASTON. The daily creel and possession limits on bream,

crappie and other sunfish in Gaston Reservoir and Kerr Reservoir east of the mouth

of Hyco River and Difficult Creek were removed by the Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries at their January 24 meeting. The regulation became effective March 1.

Anglers may now take these species in any quantity from the above mentioned

impounded waters of these two reservoirs. The move was an effort to standardize

regulations with those of North Carolina on these inter-state waters.

A 12 inch minimum size limit on largemouth, smallmouth, spotted and striped bass also went

into effect on these reservoirs January 1, 1964. This regulation was likewise

adopted by North Carolina to make the regulations of the two states conform.
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Water milfoil, Myriophyllum, is a foreign plant which has become a

real pest in Virginia.

By ROBERT S. BAILEY and DEXTER S. HAVEN
Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point

LFOIL
A FRILLY

A RE you one of those Virginians who bought water-front

l^L property on a beautiful tidewater creek for a summer
home or a place to retire? Did you expect to use this

creek for swimming, fishing, sailing and motor boating?

Have all these possible uses of the water adjacent to your

property been made useless for such sports by the creeping

growth of milfoil?

The feathery green leaves of Eurasian water milfoil

(Myriophyllum spicatum) are attractive in home aquaria,

but the plant is a decided pest growing wild in rivers and

creeks. Its entangling fronds can choke outboard motors,

and when caught on the center board or rudder can effective-

ly anchor a sailboat.

The proliferation of milfoil has deprived hunters of game
fowl. Migrating ducks and geese do not pause long in creeks

overgrown with this foreign weed for its rank growth chokes

out native potomogetons and wild celery, natural foods for

these migrating birds, and is not itself a suitable substitute

food.

The major oyster-growing beds are not in the creeks

where milfoil flourishes, but creek oysters, large and fat,

are one of the delicacies a landowner in Tidewater Virginia

looks forward to enjoying. The dense growth of milfoil re-

duces the natural currents and encourages sedimentation

with the result that creeks fill with ooze and oysters are

buried in the mud.

Milfoil cannot tolerate salinities higher than 15 parts salt

per thousand. Thus, many areas in the lower Chesapeake

Bay are protected from its invasion. However, there are

many areas of low salinity waters in the Rappahannock, York

and James Rivers. Every effort should be made to prevent

its spread to uninfested areas by boats, nets, and other gear

which may be easily transported from river to river.

Taskmakers Creek in Northumberland County was com-

pletely clogged with milfoil by the spring of 1963. The

local Chamber of Commerce supplied funds to pay for its

eradication, and scientists from the Virginia Institute of

Marine Science successfully removed every trace of the un-

welcome plant. This crash program was undertaken by the

Institute to prevent the spread of the plant to rivers south

of the Potomac. Constant vigilance will be required to con-

trol the spread of milfoil.

An inlet invaded by milfoil undergoes many radical and

unpleasant changes. Once a creek has become overgrown, it
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is impossible to fish, crab, swim, row or use the water for

any other sport. To top all of this, in specially protected

areas the mats of weed favor production of mosquito larvae.

Where did this aquatic weed originate? It is a native of

Europe and Asia and was apparently introduced into ponds

in northern New Jersey around 1900. Perhaps some careless

person dumped the contents of his goldfish bowl into a small

pond. By 1933 the weed had become established in the

Potomac River above the bridge at Dahlgren. During 1956-

57 the plant commenced an explosive spread to the more

saline areas of the lower Potomac and to many embayments

in the upper half of Chesapeake Bay.

Scientists at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science were

first asked to help stop the spread of milfoil in the spring

of 1959, when residents of lower Machodoc Creek, on the

Virginia side of the Potomac, complained about an un-

usually dense growth of an unknown aquatic weed. Investi-

gators from the Institute at Gloucester Point queried local

residents about the first appearance of the weed in the area.

No one remembered seeing the plant in Machodoc Creek

before 1956. Further surveys revealed that several hundred

acres in the creek were" completely choked with dense im-

penetrable masses of the plant. The vegetation had spread

amazingly fast in a period of three years.

At the same time that Virginia scientists were receiving

complaints about the invasion of milfoil, scientists at the

A dense growth of Myriophyllum choices outboard motors, ret

Chesapeake Biological Lab photo by Bevin



Narrowleaf pond weed is a desirable native plant attractive to wild

ducks and geese. Milfoil chokes it out.

VIMS photos by Bailey

Broadleaf pond weed is another native waterfowl food plant that can-

not compete with milfoil.

ED THAT RUINS YOUR SPORT

Chesapeake Biological Laboratory at Solomons, Maryland,

and at the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Laboratory at

Patuxent, Maryland, were also being requested to give relief

from the fouling of creeks on the northern shore of the

Potomac. Requests for information about the control of the

weed poured in. The state laboratories of Virginia and Mary-

land and the federal laboratory at Patuxent joined forces to

attack the problem.

A complete survey was made of the tidal waters of both

Virginia and Maryland to find the areas already infested.

The range included creeks leading into the Potomac on both

shores, the Susquehanna River at the head of Chesapeake

Bay, and many of the brackish water inlets along both east-

ern and western shores of Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. The

plant was found in protected bays growing in brackish

water up to 15 parts salt per thousand and at depths up to

ten feet.

Myriophyllum is a perennial whose foliage dies back in

late fall; growth is renewed from the roots in early spring.

It reaches its maximum luxuriation in late summer, pro-

ducing long branching stems from which small feathery

leaflets originate. It cannot survive in rough waters, but

rapidly takes over quiet protected creeks and bays.

For control of milfoil scientists turned their attention to

herbicides w,hich had been effective in destroying weeds on

farm lands. Carefully they laid plans for testing the efficiency

of several chemicals under varying conditions. Plots were

meticulously laid out and treated. Accurate records of all

tests were kept and only small areas were treated so that un-

expected ill effects would be kept to a minimum.

As Virginia marine scientists coordinated the efforts of

Virginia, Maryland and Federal research men to investi-

gate the problem of control of milfoil in this state, they were

confronted with these major questions: Which herbicide is

most effective in destroying Myriophyllum without damage

to desirable native plants? At what season is the application

of the herbicide most effective? What is the minimum
amount of chemical that can be applied to do the job? Will

the chemical adversely affect other marine life? Will oysters

and clams concentrate the herbicide in their tissues? If so,

how long will it be retained? Will seafood containing any

amount of this chemical harm man?
Through three growing seasons the scientists have method-

ically tested and evaluated commercial weed killers. The

most satisfactory herbicide checked thus far is 2, 4-D im-

pregnated on clay pellets. When properly applied over a

milfoil bed with a cyclone seeder at the rate of 100 pounds

(20 pounds of 2, 4-D acid equivalent) per acre, the thickest

growth of milfoil is generally destroyed and the area will

remain virtually weed free for at least two years.

Most effective control is achieved if the herbicide is ap-

plied over a large area at low slack water, just before the

rt • difficult to impossible to row a boat, and renders the area useless for swimming. An inlet or creek taken over by milfoil undergoes

many radical and unpleasant changes.
VIMS photo by Bailey CBL photo by Bevin



Crabs, fish, oysters and clams

were taken from the area and

placed in cages which were

submerged in both treated and

untreated sections of the

creek to determine whether

2, 4-D affected them adversely.

They showed no apparent ill

effects.

VIMS photos by Bailey

tide flows in. This enables the water mass containing the

freshly dissolved 2, 4-D to remain in contact with the weeds

for the longest possible time, then become diluted by the in-

coming tide to a degree which will not affect areas down

river where treatment is not desired.

It is important that the application of 2, 4-D be made the

last of May or the first two weeks in June when the water

is of the proper warmth but before the plants make much

growth. If treatment is delayed till after summer growth

starts, masses of the killed vegetation may sink to the bottom

and decay. Hot weather favors the disintegration of the mass

of vegetation and may produce anaerobic condition which

will kill bottom-living organisms. Furthermore, when 2, 4-D

is applied later than July 1, uptake of the herbicide by the

plant is low, due to the "woody" nature of the plant, and

incomplete "kill" results.

Although 2, 4-D destroys milfoil within a few weeks if

used at the recommended concentrations, it has no lasting ill

effect on most native plants or animals. Tests of this chemical

on caged live blue crabs, oysters, soft clams, sunfish, white

perch, and killifish common to creeks being treated showed

no mortalities. It has also been demonstrated that where mil-

foil has been eradicated native narrow and broadleaf pond

weeds reestablish themselves.

At present citizens cannot be encouraged to use this

chemical for control of milfoil. Further testing is required.

To prevent unwarranted contamination of state waters

with possible damage to aquatic life, the State Water Control

Board has made it illegal for anyone to introduce any chemi-

cal into public-owned waters for the control of aquatic vege-

tation or animals, if the introduction destroys valuable re-

sources, or renders the water unsuitable for general pur-

poses or endangers public health. The person applying

chemicals that produce damage to the resource is guilty of

violating the State Water Control Law and may be prose-

cuted. In applying this policy to the use of 2, 4-D the state

is exercising due precaution against possible ill effects re-

sulting from its wholesale use.

The Virginia Institute of Marine Science has always advo-

cated that discretion be used in the introduction of chemicals

into marine waters for any purpose. However, it is certain

that the application of chemicals in the air, on crops, in soil

and in the water for the control of plant and animal pests

and diseases under certain circumstances is desirable. The
important decision now before Virginia scientists and regu-

latory agencies is to determine what chemicals will be al-

lowed and under what conditions they will be applied. Ap-

plication of these materials is subject to the consideration

by the Governor's Committee on Environmental Health. This

insures review by agencies and groups with a wide range of

experience and training, for the conservation of our re-

sources and for the protection of consumers of sea-food

products.

Research in the use of chemicals for controlling plant and

animal pests must be intensified. It is unreasonable to assume

that the use of all herbicides and pesticides should be pro-

hibited. It is equally unreasonable to allow the indiscriminate

use of all toxicants now available. The determination of

subtle effects produced by the use of chemicals can be made
only by professionally trained personnel who understand the

sciences of ecology, physiology, chemistry, and physics.

When Taskmakers Creek was sampled with a grapple dragged over

the bottom four months after treatment last May, there was no trace

of milfoil present.

VIMS photo by Bailey
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BOAT CLUBS ARE FOR

FUN and SAFETY
By JIM RUTHERFOORD

Radford

BOATERS are a friendly lot. It is a rare thing for one

boat to come near another without an exchange of

greeting. This may be a cheerful wave of a hand, a

dipping of a flag or a neighborly "toot" or two of the boat's

horn or whistle. The latter practice is not approved by boat-

ing experts and blue-water sailors since the ship's sound

producing devices should be reserved for the legally recog-

nized signals of distress, passing, overtaking and other such

use that require the use of horn or whistle. Nevertheless, boat-

ers love to greet one another on the water to show that they

are glad others are out and about and enjoying the recrea-

tion and relaxation that life on the water can bring.

For boaters, as much as they love the privacy and feeling

of aloneness that comes only on the water are, at heart, a

gregarious breed. And they are always ready, willing and

usually able to lend a helping hand in times of emergency.

Perhaps this is the reason that so many boaters, men and

women alike, have banded together in boating safety or-

ganizations, such as the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary

and the U. S. Power Squadrons: groups whose primary mis-

sion is to promote boating safety and to increase boating

knowledge among those who seek their pleasure on the water.

While both the Auxiliary and the Power Squadrons offer

basic and advanced courses of study, the passing of a six-

part written examination is prerequisite to attaining full,

or regular, membership status in the Auxiliary. Subjects

covered in the training courses include: History and Organ-

ization of the Coast Guard and the Auxiliary. Seamanship,

Piloting, First Aid. Communications. In addition provisional,

or probationary, Auxiliarists must satisfactorily demonstrate

their ability to: dock and undock their boats, and anchor un-

der varied conditions of wind and current and tides ; exhibit

a knowledge of knots, hitches and splices and how to tie sev-

eral frequently used ones; and demonstrate the two approved

methods of artificial respiration. These are the basic courses

and, while they require some study, they should be easily

"Start 'em young" is the aim of boating safety groups throughout the

nation. Here a U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliarist shows a lad some "rope
tricks" that may come in handy aboard the family boat. Such knowledge
will not only make this boy a better crew member, but will give him

pride in being a good sailor.

Boating groups, such as U.S. Power Squadrons and Coast Guard
Auxiliary, have fun afloat and ashore, winter and summer. This scene

was caught at an Auxiliary Division party in Roanoke.

passed by anyone with a sincere desire to learn more about

boating. The knowledge imparted by these courses, as well

as the quite similar ones offered by the U. S. Power Squad-

rons, are well worth the time of any boat owner who has

consideration for the safety and welfare of his family and

guests aboard his boat.

An important activity of the U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary

is the Courtesy Motorboat Examination program (CME).

The Coast Guard and the Auxiliary have found, through

many years of experience, that a motorboat may satisfy all

the legal requirements and still not be a safe boat. Therefore,

before a boat can be awarded the Auxiliary CME decal, or

"seal of safety," it must meet not only the legal requirements

hut in addition must satisfy certain other requirements con-

sidered by the Coast Guard and the Auxiliary to be essential

to safe boat operation. These requirements include: fire ex-

tinguishers aboard all boats regardless of type of construc-

tion ; approved type life preservers or life preserver cushions

for each passenger space on the vessel regardless of a lesser

number of persons on board at the time of the inspection;

first aid kit, anchor and sufficient line for anchoring in the

waters being navigated; tool kit and spare parts; secured

and covered battery and secured portable fuel tanks. Per-

manent tanks must be not only secured, but properly vented

and grounded for the award of the Auxiliary CME decal.

Operable approved navigation lights are also required whether

or not it is planned to run the craft at night and all electrical

circuits must be fused for protection against fire or battery

depletion due to short circuits. These and other requirements

of the examination are designed for the protection of the

boat operator and his passengers. They are "common sense"

points that most experienced boatmen voluntarily comply

with. It should be no hardship for the beginner to properly

equip his boat at the time of purchase and maintain it in

good, seaworthy condition. Certainly it is cheap insurance.
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The Courtesy Motorboat Examination is not, however,

compulsory. Nor is it in any sense required by law. It is a

courtesy examination, performed by experienced Auxiliary

members who have passed additional requirements to satisfy

the Coast Guard that they are capable of properly performing

the courtesy examination.

The CME is made ONLY upon the request of the boat

operator. Discrepancies found are not reported to anyone

other than the boat owner and a boat failing the examination

may be resubmitted for examination at any time the owner

desires to do so.

Auxiliary CME decals are awarded for a period of one

calendar year and will be renewed only upon re-examination

of the boat by a qualified Auxiliary Examiner.

The Auxiliary decal is considered to be of great assistance

to Coast Guard boarding officers and they usually refrain

from boarding vessels displaying the Coast Guard Auxiliary

decalcomania for the current year unless a violation in oper-

ation or required equipment is apparent. Therefore any boat

owner whose craft has been awarded the "seal of safety" for

the current year is honor bound to keep his boat in at least

as good condition and as well equipped as it was at the

time of the examination. The honoring of the decal by both

State and Coast Guard boarding officers, under normal cir-

cumstances, relieves these law enforcement people for the in-

spection of boats not previously examined and other boat law

enforcement duties.

Another public service of both the U. S. Power Squadrons

and the U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary is that of instruction of

all interested boaters in safe boating practices through free

training classes conducted for interested groups such as high

school students, members of civic organizations, yacht clubs,

private boating groups or any other group of interested

citizens. Through these public instruction courses boaters

may learn the maritime rules-of-the-road, marlinspike sea-

manship (knots, hitches and splicing), elementary naviga-

tion and piloting, chart reading and many others of the

finer points of small boat handling. Through these classes,

also, the beginning boater will have the opportunity to make
new friends in the boating fraternity and in many ways to

derive more pleasure from his boating activity.

But neither the Auxiliary nor the Power Squadrons are

"all work and no play" groups. Most area squadrons, or

flotillas, organize group cruises, picnics, cookouts and other

boating activities to perk up even the most jaded boating

appetites. In the off-season winter months, dances and other

social activities, as well as regular meetings, keep boaters

in touch with boating and with each other. Winter is a

favorite time for recruiting new members. Thus many new
friends are made while boats are laid up.

Local and national publications keep individual members
informed of the activities of their counterparts all over the

country. For both the Power Squadrons and the Auxiliary

are nationwide boating organizations. Neither, however, is

military in any sense of the word. Both are civilian volunteer

groups and each flotilla or squadron is, in effect, a private

club with a national affiliation. Applicants, who otherwise

qualify, are admitted to membership only upon the recom-

mendation of a local membership committee. The affiliation

of the Auxiliary with the regular Coast Guard is for the

purposes of administration and policy purposes only. This is

particularly necessary since the Auxiliary Inspector/Ex-

aminers must certify the boats of others to be in compliance

with U. S. and state regulations under the CME program.

Uniforms for members of the Auxiliary are prescribed by

the Coast Guard and must be worn whenever an Auxiliarist

is engaged in the official work of the Auxiliary that brings

him into contact with the boating public. However there is

no law enforcement authority, either granted or implied, in

the work or duties of either the Auxiliary or the Power
Squadrons. As mentioned earlier, both groups do work close-

ly with law enforcement agencies in keeping the boating

public informed of boating regulations and in assisting in

various patrol and rescue duties upon request. Both organiza-

tions have officially designated, distinctive flags, which mem-
bers fly proudly from the staffs or masts of their boats when-

ever they are afloat with a member aboard.

There is one significant difference between the U.S.P.S.

and the U.S.C.G. Aux.: Ladies may not attain membership

in the Power Squadrons although they are welcome to at-

tend instruction classes and take examinations. The Aux-

iliary, on the other hand, welcomes the ladies. There are

many women officers in flotillas throughout the country and

there is at least one all-women flotilla in the East. Women
Auxiliarists are required to pass exactly the same examina-

tions and demonstrations as are the men and they are

frequently the more enthusiastic members than are their

husbands, brothers, sweethearts or sons.

Space does not permit our going into greater detail about

these two truly public service, volunteer boating groups. A
letter to the national headquarters of either will bring the

address of the squadron or flotilla nearest you.

Interestingly, the Coast Guard Auxiliary in Virginia has

undergone a considerable growth in the inland areas of the

state. There are now flotillas in Roanoke, Salem, Bedford and

Radford, which collectively number more than two hundred

members. Other flotillas are underway in Pulaski, Altavista

and Lynchburg. A Power Squadron is also located in

Lynchburg.

With the mounting interest in boating on inland lakes and

the construction, and planned construction, of more and

more multi-purpose impoundments in Virginia's mountain

areas, an even greater increase in inland boating and boat-

ing safety organizations is to be expected. When the new

lakes are formed, members of both the Power Squadrons

and the Coast Guard Auxiliary will be there, ready, willing

and able to help all boaters get more fun out of boating

through increased boating knowledge and through organ-

ized boating and social activities. Now is a good time to

join a boating group in your area.

NOTE: The author, Jim Rutherfoord, is a member of the

U. S. C. G. Aux., ai.d Inspection Officer on the staff of Di-

vision 8 headquarters in Roanoke. He joined the Auxiliary in

1960, when the Roanoke Flotilla was formed, commuting to

Roanoke twice a month from his home in Radford to attend

meetings and training sessions. In 1962 he, together with sev-

eral other Claytor Lake boaters, formed a "squadron" of the

Roanoke Flotilla and early in 1963 this unit attained full flotilla

status in which Rutherfoord served as flotilla commander
until the formation of the new southwestern Virginia division

8. The Radford-New River Valley flotilla #82 now numbers

more than twenty-five qualified or provisional members and is

under the direction of John W. Morgan, Jr., Radford, flotilla

commander.
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BLUEBIRDS BY THE THOUSANDS
(Continued from page 9)

abandoned the countryside the better the chance of attract-

ing them to a nesting box. Also, this anti-socialistic attitude

is such that boxes should be no less than 200 yards apart

to avoid trouble between families. He has found that a

ratio of three boxes to the mile of roadway seems to be ideal.

Not All Peaceful

It is in talking with Bill about the bluebird that one

quickly senses that all is not serenity in the woodlands. At

box no. 54 in 1959 a bluebird family moved in on April

19. By April 30 they had deposited five eggs and were ap-

parently settled to raising a family, but when Bill visited

the box in early May a pair of tree swallows had taken over,

evidently destroying the bluebird eggs. By May 31, these

new tenants had six eggs in a well prepared nest and

seemed to be well settled for the season. However, when the

box was visited on June 19 the tree swallows were gone and

the nest was completely destroyed. Shortly afterward, either

the first pair of bluebirds or another pair were in control

of the contested roost.

Yet the tree swallow is far from being the bluebird's

worst enemy. Along with the nest interference by mice, rac-

coons, weasels, and snakes, which is natural, there is the little

house wren that seems to have an inborn hatred for the

bluebird and its proposed family. At every opportunity this

little rascal will raid the nests to pierce the eggs or kill the

young. The most outstanding example of this in Bill's ex-

perience was a time when he visited a box only to find the

six fledglings murdered and thrown out on the ground

while a house wren flitted nearby.

Strangely enough, Bill has found that ordinary dog flea

powder is the nesting bluebird's best friend. If the eggs are

sprayed with this compound before hatching, the develop-

ment of the bird nest screwworm larvae is retarded or pre-

vented. These larvae, if uncontrolled, will attach themselves

to the new-born fledgling to live on its blood and if they are

numerous death in the nest will result.

Placing the boxes, cleaning those that are already posi-

tioned, spraying the eggs, checking the young, and keeping

the records straight give one a pretty active time of it, Bill

says. There is, too, always the need to scout for new territory

and, in the course of doing these varied chores. "Mr. Blue-

bird" travels some 500 miles a year.

But it must be worth the effort, for Bill Highhouse is a

happy man. He is happy because not only he, but a host of

his bird-watching friends have seen an upsurge in the blue-

bird population in the vicinity of his nesting boxes. He is

happy in the thought that in his own small way he has

helped to find a solution to the "vanishing bluebird" prob-

lem. And he is happy that such noted naturalists as M.

Graham Netting, director of the Carnegie Museum, and

John K. Terres, a former editor of Audubon magazine and

current editor of Lippincott Nature Books, respect the re-

sults he has had from his homemade project to such an

extent that they have written to ask, "How is it done?"

Yes, Bill Highhouse is a happy man. And as long as he

will hear one bluebird call to another in his native wood-

lands, he will remain happy. But Bill isn't selfish about it all;

he would like to have hundreds of others join him in his

crusade to save the eastern bluebird from extinction. As he

says, hundreds of happy fellows would be more productive

than just one.

SHAD VS TROUT
(Continued from page 7)

casters standing shoulder to shoulder. Naturally, tangles

occur, but everybody seems good humored about this sort

of thing. A few do their casting from boats in the deep

water area, but boats are hard to come by.

The fishing timetable for shad and herring usually is:

hickory, April 15 to May 30; white, May 1 to June 30;

and herring, April 1 to June 30.

What makes shad and herring light tackle fishing with

lures so attractive to fishermen? Well, the world famous

tarpon or silver king is a close relative of both these fish, and

all three jump like crazy when hooked. All of these fish have

amazing strength and stamina for their size, and if allowed

to rest during the battle will freshen up and start again as

at the beginning.

The hickory shad, usually caught first in the spring fishing,

is fair to eat and fun to catch on light tackle. It is very

bony, and I am sorry to relate that many anglers, after

catching hickory Jacks, simply take their roe and leave the

rest of the carcass on the river bank or heave it back in the

water. This sort of thing should be stopped ; it is not only a

waste, but is an unsportsmanlike thing as well.

White shad grow larger than the hickory Jacks and some-

times go to five or six pounds. They average about three

pounds. Bucks are usually smaller than the roe fish. White

shad are rich and very good to eat; they also fight harder

than hickories. Their weight is used to advantage when they

jump and swim, and it is the usual thing to land only about

half of the white shad that you hook.

Herring are a bony fish, but they have a very rich meat.

More people eat herring in this world than any other kind

of fish. I like mine fried crisp, after scoring the flesh on

both sides of the fish from back to belly, tail to head, with

cuts from a sharp, thin knife-blade. This permits the grease

to enter the cuts and cook the many small bones, so the

diner has only a backbone to remove. Herring put up a good

fight for their size, but can't fight as long as a shad.

Herring dipping and snagging or trapping is still legal

here. It appears likely to me that as more Virginians dis-

cover what gamy qualities these fish can display when taken

on the right tackle, they will give up the less sporting prac-

tices.

I have been a mountain trout fishing fan for more than 50

years and also admit to being a dry fly purist. However, I

find that my taste for trout is seldom satisfied because real

"native" trout become scarcer each year that passes. The

fishing pressure on good trout streams resembles our traffic

on superhighways, and, frankly, I do not care for "stocked

trout."

So now, when I want to take a mess of fish in May, I

go shad and herring casting, and nearly always get action.

Aside from the thrill of seeing a trout engulf my floating

fly, I must admit the fight of a shad is equal to that of a

trout. Many others tell me the same thing. Perhaps this ex-

plains why many trout fishermen are turning to these tide-

water fish.

There is one phase of these two kinds of fishing that is

not equal—the scenery on a trout stream, the flowers and

the mountain air cannot be matched. But shad versus trout is

a mighty hard question, and one that you should decide for

yourself. If you don't believe me, try the shad, and you will

find that you have lots of good company.
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EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES
(Continued from page 6)

Other beneficial creatures have suffered. Pesticides drift

into water when airborne. They also are washed into streams

by rains. In fact, figures developed by the U. S. Public

Health Service show that, in 1961, agricultural poisons were

the chief cause of known pollution-caused fish losses, an

estimated 5.6 million fish. Fortunately, the number fell to

91,000 last year. Recent press releases, however, call atten-

tion to losses this year. Aldrin and dieldrin were applied to

a watershed in Oregon for grasshopper control. The poisons

washed into an experimental rearing impoundment and

wiped out 70,600 young steelhead. Farmers applied endrin to

sugar beet fields in Yolo County, California, and it washed

into Tule Canal, killing 10,000 fish. Canadian authorities say

pesticides in the Miramichi River caused the loss of one

million Atlantic salmon smolts.

Studies conducted by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

show that pesticides have varying effects upon crustaceans and

mollusks. Hydrocarbon insecticides are the most toxic to

oysters, for example, with the organo-phosphorus and car-

bamate chemicals having little known effect. Concentrations

of only three parts per billion of either endrin or heptachlor

in sea water, however, caused mortality or loss of equilibrium

in 50 per cent of adult shrimp tested. Plankton, juvenile blue

crabs, juvenile mullet, and oysters also have been tested and

even small concentrations of some chemicals were found to

be harmful.

These effects of pesticides are obvious. Some of the larger

problem situations have been highly publicized. Wildlife

biologists, however, probably are as equally concerned about

some of the ecological aspects. Little is known about many
of these interrelationships but some real problems are evi-

dent. Organisms have different rates of sensitivity to chem-

icals. Some in the food chain are eliminated. Others are

resistant.

Here is a difficulty—the resistant organisms may concen-

trate and store pesticides at higher levels than those of the

environment. A dramatic example occurred at Clear Lake

in California. Waters containing 0.02 p.p.m. or less of DDT
produced plankton containing 5 p.p.m., which in turn pro-

duced fish with fat contents ranging from hundreds to

thousands of parts per million. Grebes ate the fish and died.

Similar magnifications occur on land. DDT sprayed on

leaves was magnified by earthworms until robins, presum-

ably feeding on these creatures, died from concentrations

as high as 250 parts per million. Similar experiences were

evident in losses of woodcock. Bald eagles have had a ten-

fold concentration of DDT from a ground fish diet, exposed

under laboratory conditions.

This biological magnification also occurs with domestic

human food and, if recognized, can be controlled. Residue

tolerances on animal feeds are held at low levels so that un-

acceptable amounts will not be reached in meat, milk, or

other animal products. No such food controls exist for wild

animals and birds.

Obviously, wild animals cannot be kept from treated areas

long enough for the chemical residues to degrade or other-

wise dissipate. Because of this free-ranging characteristic,

birds particuarly may move from one contaminated area to

another until they pick up a lethal dose of chemicals. Or,

they may pick up various combinations of chemicals. Birds

have a trait of re-invading depopulated areas, so it is pos-

sible for locations heavily treated with persistent chemicals

to act as vacuums or death traps for successive re-invasions

of birds.

Actually, it often is difficult to ascertain wildlife losses in

many situations. Dead birds or fish are missed by counters.

Carcasses often are removed within 48 hours by predators

or insects. Some species go into seclusion when ill and may
die in dens or burrows.

Dr. Buckley says that hydrocarbon residues have been

found in virtually every major river system in the U. S.

DDT and dieldrin also occur in people in extremely small

amounts. "In our own laboratories, residues of heptachlor,

dieldrin, toxaphene, and/or DDT were found in approxi-

mately 68 per cent of 1,928 specimens of at least 91 species

of birds and 20 species of mammals analyzed during 1961-

62," he said, thus indicating an extent to which these chem-

icals are distributed.

Like that example, wildlife conservationists are "mulish"

about these hazards to wildlife. We are genuinely concerned

about many of the developments. All of us know how im-

portant birds and mammals and fish and other creatures

are to so many of our people. They are valuable for recrea-

USDA photo

Literally thousands of aircraft of various types are kept busy dusting

and spraying. Wild animals and birds cannot avoid these treated

areas while chemical poisons degrade or otherwise dissipate.

tion. They are valuable for education. Many perform im-

portant functions in the over-all ecology. Some are important

as sources of food.

This points up another area of concern. What might the

effect be on humans who eat wildlife game or fish or

shellfish which contain residues of pesticides in excess of

legal tolerances? About 70 per cent of the woodcock re-

cently examined contained an average of 1.6 p.p.m. of

heptachlor epoxide and there is a zero tolerance on this in

domestic meats. Deer collected from an area sprayed with

DDT for spruce budworm control contained residues in ex-

cess of legal tolerances. Wild pheasants on a study area in

California were found to contain as much DDT as 2,930

p.p.m. and averaged 741.00 p.p.m. As a result, considera-
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tion was given to closing the hunting season.

We recognize that the use of any method of pest control

involves risks as well as benefits. But, we do not believe that

anyone wants things to come to the point where people are

afraid to eat wild game or fish or seafoods. We do not be-

lieve that anyone wants to eliminate our birds, mammals,

fish and other beneficial creatures. Frankly, we think there

is a real question of whether or not the benefits of some pesti-

cides are worth the biological damage. In some programs,

such as the use of DDT in controlling Dutch elm disease,

there is question about any benefits whatever.

We are among the first to admit that more—much more

—needs to be learned about the effects of pesticides on wild-

life. In fact, a broad program of research and data-gathering

has been recommended by the President's Science Advisory

Committee and we agree on the need for it. We need to

know, absolutely and without fear of contradiction, the effect

of these chemicals in the food chain and the resultant effect

on wildlife and man.

Most wildlife conservationists can be counted upon to

support programs, in and out of government, which place

emphasis on pest control through less harmful methods.

A real opportunity exists, we believe, in such non-chemical

control methods as the use of the pests' natural enemies, the

use of attractants. and through the prevention of reproduc-

tion through sterilization. Dr. Edward F. Knipling. ARS en-

tomologist, pioneered the sterilization technique some 25

years ago. And we are hopeful that some of the methods out-

lined by Dr. Byron T. Shaw in a recent address can be de-

veloped to greater advantage. Resistant livestock and crops

offer promise. Systematic insecticides and repellents offer

possibilities. The use of bacteria, fungi, viruses, and pro-

tozoa that attack insects comprise an interesting area for

research.

The development of chemicals which are toxic only to

specific pests is another method which we support. The

lamprey eel, so destructive of beneficial fish in the Great

Lakes, is being controlled through a selective chemical and

we are confident that many pests can be controlled through

specific agents. The development of mirex bait for fire ant

control is an example of how we would hope that research

can help minimize wildlife losses. Admittedly, this may be

costly research but we believe the benefits will far outweigh

disadvantages.

We also are confident that the biological and chemical

advances of recent years can produce chemicals which will

perform their necessary function and then dissipate within

a relatively short time. As you may know. Congressman

John E. Fogarty (R.I.) has introduced a bill (H.R. 7353)

in this Congress which would require certain standards

of nonpersistence of synthetic pesticide chemicals. This also

has been a recommendation of the President's Advisory Com-
mittee.

There are some other specific things we think can be done

to help minimize fish and wildlife losses due to the use of

pesticides.

We believe that some legislation currently before the

Congress would be helpful. We support the principle that the

labeling of insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, or pesticides

should show how injury to fish and wildlife can be prevented

or minimized. We believe many users of pesticides would be

less prone to throw in a little extra "for good measure" if

they know that fish and wildlife might be killed. Such a

procedure, of course, will require much additional research

on the effects of pesticide chemicals. It might be added here

that the Province of Manitoba requires that each pesticide

distributor and retailer be licensed. The Minister of Agri-

culture and Conservation has the authority to ban the use

of any pesticide and to cause the destruction of anv field

crops, livestock or livestock feed which may be contaminated.

It is encouraging that regulations promulgated under the

Federal Insecticide. Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act now
are being extended to include fish and wildlife as useful

vertebrates and invertebrates.

We believe that greater coordination should be achieved

by the federal agencies concerned with pesticides. And. there

should be greater coordination between them and the State

agencies, agriculture and wildlife, concerned. The Inter-

departmental Committee on Pest Control and the compara-

tively new Federal Pest Control Review Board are steps in

the right direction. But we endorse the principle that the

Fish and Wildlife Service and the state wildlife agency or

agencies concerned should be consulted in advance of the

initiation of any federal pest control program. We believe

it is significant and noteworthy that the state agriculture

and game and fish agencies in Tennessee only recently drew

up a memorandum of agreement or pact which was formally

approved by the Governor. Coordinated planning and exe-

cution is provided for in the agreement. This principle well

might be extended to other states.

The President's Advisory Committee recommended that

the Secretaries of Agriculture. Interior, and Health. Educa-

tion, and W elfare review and define their roles in the regis-

tration of pesticides. We concur.' Thomas L. Kimball. Ex-

ecutive Director of the National Wildlife Federation, recently

spoke before the Pesticides-Wildlife Liaison Committee of

the National Academy of Sciences and made the following

observation:

"It is really not good government for one agency,

namely the Department of Agriculture, to possess the

authority and also to bear the responsibility for oper-

ating the greatest quantity of Federal pest control

programs and evaluate their effectiveness; nor is it

salubrious for them to police the chemical industry,

and conduct the bulk of research investigations. A
parallel situation to this might be that of a defendant,

whose intentions having been challenged, is picked as

foreman of the jury to hear his own case, and then per-

mitted to act as Judge to pronounce sentence on the

findings. At best, such responsibility is overwhelming;

and at worst, the objectivity of the operation is sub-

ject to question. The Department of Agriculture very

wisely has suggested that other interested agencies co-

operate in developing a more efficient pest control pro-

gram, free from existing dangers."

In conclusion, it is our opinion that pesticide-wildlife re-

lationships are taking a turn for the better. Everyone ap-

parently agrees that more basic research is needed to answer

accurately and positively some of those questions which

have been the subject of wild charges and counter-charges.

We fully appreciate the values of pest control. We hope the

users of pesticide chemicals, in turn, fully appreciate the

values of fish and wildlife. In the best over-all interests, the

American public deserves them both.
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH THE SPRING GOBBLERS
(Continued from page 5)

two turkeys. I was anxious to try my hand at calling the

old toms even though I wasn't allowed to kill one. The first

spring I called in two and the next year two more. This

past spring, seven came to my call.

It has certainly been a wonderful experience, and I have

had a lot of hours of first-class recreation. Not only have I

enjoyed it but my family has also. My wife and my oldest

son have accompanied me to the woods on these trips and
both have gotten a close look at a strutting torn turkey. One
Saturday morning during the 1963 spring hunt I took my
two sons (ages eight and ten) to Camp Pickett, to try to call

in a gobbler for the oldest one to shoot. We did not see a

turkey, but while we were sitting by a large tree deep in the

woods, seven deer walked to within 50 feet of us and stopped

for ten seconds before departing in a hurry. The two in

front were bucks and we had a good chance to see their

sprouting antlers in the velvet stage. This alone was worth

the trip.

On another occasion I saw a gray fox and a doe deer in

addition to calling in two old toms. This particular morning
I had called in one and he had made a complete circle

around me trying to locate "the hen" with no success. He
wandered off about 75 yards and continued to strut back and
forth. I still yelped occasionally and suddenly another one

gobbled across the creek, probably a quarter of a mile away.

I kept working on him until he came within gun range also.

When the first one heard the second one strutting, he came

down the hill and joined him not 100 feet from me. They
didn't look too friendly at first, but since they couldn't

find a hen there was no fight.

I have learned enough about wild turkeys during this time

to understand better why our biologists think it is advisable

to have a spring season on bearded gobblers. Prince Edward
County has an average or below average turkey kill, as

compared to other counties in Virginia having a fall turkey

season. I would say that the range I hunt is about average

for the county or st°.te. The first morning I went out last

spring I heard at least six different gobblers. They were

gobbling in all directions. This had to be within a radius of

two miles. One torn would have been sufficient to breed every

hen in that area. At this time mating had already taken

place, so possibly five old gobblers in this small area alone

could have been harvested without harming the population.

The two young ones I saw will be old enough this spring to

mate and fertilize eggs also.

It is plain that a resource is being wasted. Add the excess

gobblers in this one area of two mile radius to all those who
gobble and strut in other similar areas, and you come up

with an awful lot of birds that could be harvested. A lot

of hours of unused recreation are going down the drain.

Those who actively oppose this spring gobbler season are

relatively few in number, and most of them haven't given it

a fair trial. Let's believe the game biologists, and give the

Game Commission support in their effort to provide the

greatest recreational use of our wildlife resources. We will

all be glad we did in the years to come.
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By DR. J. J. MURRAY
Lexington

ONE of the remarkable things about the flicker is the

great number of local names that have been applied

it. Flicker is the name that has long been given to it

in the books, but I was a good-sized boy down in North

Carolina before I knew of any name for it but "yellowham-

mer." In other places it is called "high hole," "woodchuck,"

"yucker," "wake-up," or many another name. One ornitholo-

gist has tabulated some 125 local names for this bird. Surely

no other North American bird has had so many. The official

name for it now is yellow-shafted flicker, to distinguish it

from its close relative of the west, the red-shafted flicker,

with which it sometimes crosses.

The flicker is a beautifully marked bird. In general its

color ranges from ashy to brownish gray, but it has a scarlet

band across the back of the head, a black crescent on the

breast (and in the male a black stripe at the base of the bill),

a white rump, and black spots on the underparts. The yellow

on the wings and the tail, along with the white rump the

most noticeable features in flight, are generally hidden when

the bird is at rest.

This bird differs in many of its habits from the other

members of the woodpecker family. The others rarely come

to the ground, while the flicker is a regular ground feeder.

The others feed mostly on grubs; the flicker loves ants and

spends long periods picking them up at the opening of a

nest, As many as 5000 ants were counted in one flicker's

stomach. While all woodpeckers drum on dead branches, the

flicker likes also to roll his tattoo on a tin roof until the

folks below are ready to murder him. But this is just his

springtime love madness.

The flicker has a great variety of notes. A common one

is a long rolling series cuk-cuk-cuk-cuk. Another is whick,

whick, whick, or whicker, whicker. A variant of this note,

more like weecher. weecher, weecher, seems to be a courtship

song, used only when male and female are together. Still an-

other common call is a loud keee-ah, often as a single note.

In courtship the birds bow at each other in a solemn kind

of way, the male following the female about on a branch

with wings and tail spread out to show the yellow and

making weird noises that sound lovely only to a deluded

female.

The nest is a fresh hole in a tree, sometimes in a living

tree but more often in a dead stub. It varies in height from

the ground from a few feet to almost any elevation. The

hole is from two to three inches across, with a depth of 12

to 24 inches. Occasionally starlings drive the flickers away

when the hole is completed, but often the flickers can hold

their own.

The usual laying complement is six or eight eggs, but if

an egg is removed each day after the second egg is laid, the

bird will continue to lay for some time. There is a case on

record where a flicker laid 71 eggs in 73 days. It takes from

11 to 15 days for the eggs to hatch, depending on whether the

incubation has begun with the first egg or the last. The

young, which stay in the nest about two weeks, are at first

ugly, naked, blind, leathery creatures, with heads out of all

proportion to the body size, but in a few weeks they be-

come graceful adults.
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Edited by HARRY GILLAM

Nicholson Cited by Jaycees

District Game Warden John B. Nich-

olson of Wakefield was recently pre-

sented with the United States Chamber
of Commerce-Standard Packaging

Award for Physical Fitness Leadership

in recognition for his efforts in firearms

safety training in the Wakefield com-

munity. He was also commended for his

other work with local youth groups in-

cluding Little League and Pony League

teams.

The resolution praises Nicholson stat-

ing "his daily life serves as an example

of one working toward improving the

physical condition of our young people

by way of his daily routine associations

and by means of his important job as

District Game Warden of Hampton

Roads District of the Virginia Commis-

sion of Game and Inland Fisheries." He
was instrumental in setting up a fire-

arms safety training program through

the Game Commission which gave local

youths the benefit of this valuable in-

struction.

Natural Resources Short Course to

Be Offered at Madison

A three week short course on Vir-

ginia's natural resources will be offered

this year at Madison College in Har-

risonburg for the first time. Primarily

for Virginia school teachers attending

summer sessions, the course is part of

the program which has been sponsored

by the Virginia Resource-Use Education

Council at Virginia Polytechnic Insti-

tute, the College of William and Mary,

and Virginia State College for several

years. The course covers the state's min-

eral, soil, forest, and wildlife resources.

Three semester hours credit will be given

for satisfactory completion.

A limited number of scholarships cov-

ering tuition, meals and lodging will be

available to public school teachers. Ap-

plications and further details may be ob-

tained from the Virginia Wildlife of-

fice,

FFA Recognizes Game
Manager Fadely

William Fadely of Mt. Jackson, Game
Manager for a portion of the George

Washington National Forest, was recent-

ly presented an outstanding FFA Serv-

ice Award for his efforts in establishing

wildlife food plantings through FFA
Chapters in the three Shenandoah Coun-

ty High Schools. He enlisted the aid of

the Ruritan Clubs in the County who
make available prizes for participants in

each school and provide a plaque for

the school having the best planting.

Hugh M. Hawkins, teacher of Vocational

Agriculture at Stonewall Jackson High

School, presented the award on behalf of

the three high schools in the county.

The program is part of the Game Com-

mission's upland game improvement

project and was organized on the local

level largely through Fadely's personal

efforts which included distribution of the

seed, planting advice, and supervision of

the judging of individual plots.

New Duck Stamp Design

This water color drawing of a pair of nene

geese on the volcanic slopes of a Hawaiian

mountainside was chosen for the 1964-65 migra-

tory bird hunting stamp. Stanley Stearns of

Stevensville, Maryland, drew the design that

was selected from 158 entries. The nene, a

cousin of the Canada goose, and one of the

world's rarest species of waterfowl, is seriously

threatened with extinction. It is native to the

Hawaiian Islands and in 1956 became Hawaii's

state bird.

Dry Weather Friend

The beaver is often maligned, but

attention was called to its value during

the dry spell New England suffered last

summer. There, the beaver's water holes

were utilized for forest fire fighting.

Brooks continued to flow only because

of beaver impoundments on them. One

man in New Hampshire was grateful

to beavers for having built a pond on

his land. While many shallow wells in

the area went dry, his held up beautiful-

ly.

Freak Deer Bagged In State

This antlered doe was bagged by Eddie Goche-

nour, 17, of Toms Brook while hunting in the

Elizabeth Furnace Section. The mixed-up animal

had a button antler on the left and a 4 inch

spike on the right. Chris Borden, owner of the

Sportcenter in Toms Brook where the unusual

specimen was checked, says that it was the

most unorthodox deer ever brought in to the

station. It weighed 90 pounds and was young

Gochenour's first deer kill.
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Successful Hunters

-3tfiR
Commission photo by Kesteloo

Game Warden Ramsey of Frederick County
checks Terry Graham, 15-year-old Strasburg

youth, on his 48-pound buck. This is the third

year that Charles E. Stuart of Berryville has

taken Terry hunting. The first year Terry down-

ed a 95-pound doe.

Commission photo by Kesteloo

Game Warden Ramsey of Frederick County
congratulates 16-year-old Larry Thomson of

Fairfax on his 39-pound doe. Larry has been
hunting for three years and this was his

first deer.

Wildlife Conservation

The Riverheads FFA Chapter has

chosen \^ ildlife Conservation this year

as a special project. Its members are

working hard to accomplish the follow-

ing objectives: Feeding wildlife during

periods of precarious food supply, mix-

ing and distributing feed during periods

of deep snow, putting on two programs

for the public, preparing displays for

windows I see picture), writing news-

paper and magazine articles, and put-

ting on radio programs. Each member
entered the Annual Wildlife Essay Con-

test : each member will draw a wildlife

poster, and set out annual game bird

mixture.

The members of the Riverheads FFA
Chapter of Staunton deserve a lot of

credit for the fine job they are doing

in conservation projects.

For Safety's Sake

More than 150 Kenbridge High
School students participated in a hunt-

er safety class conducted by Stuart 0.

Newman. Field Educational Services Co-

ordinator, and Melvin R. Johnson. Lun-

enburg County Game Warden, who
were assisted by physical education

teachers Don Deaton and Frank War-
ren.

The hunter safety program at the

high school was sponsored bv the Ken-

bridge Jaycees and the Lunenburg Field

and Stream Club. Its purpose is to in-

struct young people how to handle fire-

arms in a safe manner in the field and
at home.

A conservation window display prepared by

members of Riverheads FFA Chapter.

Wildlife Food Patch Winner

m
Lacy Buchanan, a member of the Riverheads

FFA Chapter, with his winning wildlife food

patch. The Augusta County Chapter of the

Izaak Walton League sponsored the contest.

For his efforts Lacy was presented a shotgun-

rifle combination by Jack Todd, County Game
Warden.

Nottoway Publishing Co. photo

Janice Smith and Jimmie Neblet examining
a shotgun which burst open after being fired

with snow in the barrel. Holding the gun is

Lunenburg Game Warden Melvin Johnson.

Pine Camp Nature
And Conservation Center

The Richmond Department of Recre-

ation and Parks' new nature center is

serving a great need for our youth who
need and enjoy seeing and experiencing

nature firsthand. This is a place where

they can do something about their love

of nature in the form of study by see-

ing, doing, discussing, and even experi-

menting.

Mr. D. C. Thompson. Nature and

Wildlife Specialist, invites groups of any

size to come to the Pine Camp Nature

and Conservation Center for a tour.
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Get Your Outboard Ready

You don't need to be a master me-

chanic to get your outboard motor ready

for this spring's boating season. All you

need are a few basic tools and the aver-

age knowledge of what makes the

motor work, plus an hour or so of your

spare time.

First, let's start by removing the

spark plugs from the motor. Check

the plugs for fouling, cracking and

burning. If the plugs do not appear to

be in good shape, throw them away

and replace them. On the other hand if

your plugs appear to be in good shape

they can be cleaned, gapped, and re-

used in your motor. While you are

checking the plugs, examine the plug

wires to be sure they are not broken or

that there is no bare wire showing. Re-

place if necessary.

Next, let's examine the fuel system.

Are there any breaks in your lead-in

fuel hoses? Have you drained your

fuel tank to be sure there is no water in

the tank? Your fuel filter bowl should

be removed and cleaned and gaskets

examined. If the gaskets show signs of

deterioration, they should be replaced.

The propeller on your motor should

be examined for nicks and bends. If

bent or nicked, it will cause you to lose

power and could cause damage to your

motor. Replace if necessary.

One thing that a great many of us

fail to do is to lubricate our motor. See

that all parts are oiled or greased with

the proper lubrication recommended by

your dealer. This is a MUST.
Make a visual inspection of the en-

tire motor to insure that all screws, nuts

and tie downs are tight.

You should inspect your electrical

system to be sure that all the required

lights are working. Check your battery

to be sure it is not dead. If you have

not recharged your battery since you

put your boat up for the winter, more

than likely the battery is dead.

Your life preservers, anchor lines,

steering cables and emergency equip-

ment should be examined to insure that

they are in good shape and in working

order.

Now, that did not take long after all.

In fact you more than likely did not

have to replace a thing. But you have

taken a long step toward insuring your-

self, and others who will be boating with

you. of a trip that will be pleasant and

unmarred by mechanical breakdown.

Practice What You Preach

A 14 foot outboard went over a dam
and threw its occupants, consisting of

a young man. his wife and their three

children, into the swirling river water

below. The young man was not wearing

a life jacket and was drowned. The three

children were wearing life jackets and

were all rescued, two of the children

after being swept downstream for 30

minutes.

In effecting the rescue one of the

boats of the local police Department

River Rescue Service overturned and a

young officer drowned. He was not

wearing a life jacket either.

Photo courtesy of Gator Trailers Corp.

This Gator model 176 is for boats up to 17

feet in center-line length, with a capacity of

1300 pounds.

Tips for Trailer Sailors

Match your trailer to your boat and

your car. If the weight of the boat is

within 100 pounds of the recommended

trailer load capacity, get the next larger

trailer. Remember, you will probably

load your boat with a motor, luggage

and extra gear.

Initial matching:

A. Are the rollers, bolsters, and other

contact points adjusted to the boat con-

tour?

B. When making a turn, does any

part of the boat or trailer come in con-

tact with the towing vehicle?

C. Do your safety chains have suf-

ficient slack to allow for turns?

D. Does your trailer equipment, such

as lights, reflectors and brakes, meet

state requirements?

Before you start:

A. Are the trailer tires inflated to the

correct pressure?

B. Are your tie downs secured?

C. Are all moving parts properly

lubricated?

D. Do all your lights work?

E. Is your trailer hitch tight and

safety chains secure?

F. Are the wheel bearings properly

greased ?

G. Are all baggage, gas cans, tanks

and extra equipment properly secured,

and properly distributed?

While underway remember you are

towing another vehicle. Be sure to swing

wide on the turns. Always use your

turn signals to warn other drivers. When
coming to a stop, allow yourself enough

space to avoid having the trailer jack-

knife on you with a sudden stop.

If your launching site is unimproved,

select a gradually sloping shore that is

hard enough to give your tires plenty

of traction. When you back up, remem-

ber if you want the trailer to go right

vou turn left and vice versa. Before

you back the trailer into the water, re-

move the tie downs, tilt the motor, check

the drain plug and be sure the launching

cable is hooked to the boat.

In taking your boat out of the water,

the procedure is just reversed.

Remember, in most states the speed

limit for a towed vehicle is normally

10 miles per hour slower that the

posted speed for passengers cars.
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(Continued -from page 3)

interest in bow hunting, not from those who
feel that it is not a sport.

If the truth were known, I would, without

question, say that there are more deer

wounded and left to die by guns than from

arrow wounds.

After three years of hunting with bow and

arrow, I was very fortunate this year in get-

ting my first shot. I got a nice size doe.

Along with several of my friends, we dressed

out the doe. In her left hind leg, we noticed

it was infected. Cutting around the spot

we found four large buckshots. This I am
sure was not done by a bow hunter.

I, too, like to hunt with a gun; but I feel

that the real challenge is with bow and

arrow. Perhaps Mr. Mundy is criticizing a

sport he has never tried or is not interested

in. To be really fair, don't you feel that

everyone should be given the chance for

their own preference?

Gene D. Gallagher

Lynchburg

I read with much interest the article by Mr.

D. C. Mundy in the January 1964 issue of

Vircinia Wildlife and feel it warrants com-

ments by someone who has worked both sides

of the street. I have hunted more than 45

years using gun and bow. I firmly believe

both weapons have a place in our world of

sports and recommend that each type of hunt-

er try the other hunter's methods before he

becomes a critic and qualifies himself to

judge what it takes to be a real hunter.

It is believed by the writer that the

special bow season should not be dropped be-

cause the bow hunter must depend greatly

on his skill as a stalker, and ways of hiding

that would put him in a position to catch a

.30 caliber bullet or a load of buckshot from

some hunter who had fired from such a

distance as to make it impossible to identify

the bowman. Lengthening of the bow season

tends to reduce the rush of hunting as would

a longer gun season. Our bow season of one

month is shorter than that set in some other

states.

Mr. Mundy's article really suggests to me
his crow picking is with the hunter who
does not follow up wounded game. Neither

the gun nor bow can walk, see a blood trail,

or has knowledge of a wounded deer's habits;

this is a responsibility of the hunter. . . .

While I don't agree with all decisions our

Game Commission make, I am willing to

abide by their findings, and, for safety's

sake, hope they never come to ruling out the

special bow seasons.

Ray S. Carter

Radford

I have hunted for a great many years; have

killed three deer with the rifle, four with the

bow and arrow—all bucks! I have never seen

a deer shot through with an arrow that a

"real hunter" could not find with some effort

on his part. A "real" bowhunter takes great

pride in getting his deer and will spend

many hours on the trail if necessary, even at

night.

The pre-gun bow season is greatly ap-

preciated by our bowhunters. The peace and

quiet in the woods lends itself to the real

enjoyment and appreciation of wildlife and

nature in all its wonderful forms.

Our bowhunters are on the increase in the

Old Dominion and throughout the U.S.A.

There are few posted places that will not

yield a hunting permit to the archer merely

for the asking. For the most part they are

dedicated, true sportsmen and may God smile

upon them and bless them with pre-gun

archery seasons forever.

Preston B. Hundley

Lynchburg

I have read the letter "Does Not Like Bow
Hunting" By D. C. Mundy in the January issue

of Virginia Wildlife and I have given it

much thought. I feel that this letter has been

written in haste, without proper consideration

for others.

I myself have never been bow hunting, but

I know it is a real sport. It is the right and

duty of any law-making body to protect the

rights of the minority group and in this case

it is a very commendable thing that bow hunt-

ers are allowed one month to hunt without

competition from the gun hunters.

Eddie Coffey

Norfolk

I would appreciate your publishing my views

concerning the letter in the January issue

entitled "Does Not Like Bow Hunting."

Having been an avid gun hunter for many
years I am inclined to disagree with his

[Mr. Mundy's] letter, at least in part. It is

very conceivable that some deer are wounded

by bow hunters and perhaps left to die

later. ... I also have observed deer killed

by gun hunters lying in the woods on many

occasions during and directly after the

general deer season. . . . Where sport is con-

cerned, the bow enthusiast ranks high above

the regular hunter.

I am proud the Commission of Game and

Inland Fisheries made their wise decision on

hunting with bow and arrow when they did,

and trust in their good judgement in the

future.

Albert M. Gibson

Staunton

I am writing in regard to a letter which ap-

peared in last month's issue of your magazine

which, to me and other interested parties,

was very disheartening. The letter in question,

by someone who states he is a "real hunter,"

is that which asks that the special hunting

season for archers be abolished. I have been

hunting in the state of Virginia for as many
years as I have had parental consent. I have

been active in the great sport of archery for

about six years and have never gained any

more satisfaction from a sport than I have

from shooting the bow.

This year I took my first deer. I use the

word took because although I have been hunt-

ing for many years, I have never taken a

deer although I have hit several with stinging

buckshot. I not only killed one deer but

had the luck to bring down two—one in

Amherst County and the other in Bucking-

ham—both of which were recovered in short

order and each being shot with one arrow.

Statistics have been compiled—not in Vir-

ginia. I think—in several well-known hunting

states which show that one deer is lost from

the shot of an arrow to four being lost from

the shot of a gun.

Wyatt Mays
Lynchburg

One Man's Poison

THERE are many of us in Virginia that

wonder why the Game Commission favors the

minority of sportsmen—the bow hunter. It is

our feeling bow hunting should be abolished

on the grounds t hat too many novices take to

the field and wound game that runs and

hides, later to die and spoil—a waste that

should not be allowed.

But one man's poison may be another

man's pleasure. To be true sportsmen, let's

honor their desire for bow hunting. But do

we have to allow them 30 days for their so-

called "sport"? If we are expected to kill our

deer in six days with a rifle, why can't this

apply to bow hunters as well?

We vote six days for the bow season, open-

ing on the same day as rifle season.

Gene E. Driver Gerald L. Crider

Timberville Broadway

Mr. Mundy's criticism of bowhunting produced

an avalanche of letters. Only a few representa-

tive ones are published here. We regret that

space limitations do not permit us to print

more of them. —Ed.

Makes Him Burn

THIS is the first time I have written a letter

such as this, but after reading the article in

the December issue called "Anxiety . . .

No. 1 Killer" I feel I must.

I took my first deer many years ago in

Campbell County at the foot of Long Moun-

tain. My father handed me his old Winchester

44-40 and instructed me in how to hold it

and how to squeeze off the shot. On those

hunts with him, be it deer, squirrel or rabbit,

we would have long talks in regard to respect

for other people's lives, property and farm

animals, and I still remember his teachings.

Each year I read or hear about some hunter

being shot or killed by some careless person

who shot blindly into bushes, just because

they moved or because he thought a deer

was behind them. That is bad enough in

itself, but the attitude that "I was not let-

ting anything get away," or "I thought it

was a buck because it was sneaking," really

makes me BURN.
It could be that some of these people did

not have a father such as mine, who taught

me as his father did him; or there may be

some who just don't care, just so they get

back to camp with game. More people are

hunting each year and there are always a

percentage of these people who are the over-

anxious ones who will cause more lost lives

and damaged property. Then more farms will

be posted and a hunter may have to belong

to a club in order to hunt. I, as well as

thousands of others, would not like to see

this come to pass.

Thanks very much for a wonderful maga-

zine. I look forward to each issue.

James M. White

Silver Spring, Maryland
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